Nucleon superftuidity in a neutron star core with abundant protons making possible the direct URCA cooling is investigated using a realistic approach. It is found that the existence of both n-and p-superftuids is unlikely when the realistic effective mass of nucleons is taken into account. This leads to the conclusion that the direct URCA cooling would be excluded from the candidates of rapid cooling scenario of neutron stars and thereby constrain their masses.
Introduction
Superfiuidity in dense nucleon matter is of increasing interest in relation to neutron stars, especially their thermal evolution. Recent progress both in the observation of surface temperature and the cooling theory of neutron stars is suggesting the following two points:I)-3) (i) Necessity of rapid cooling mechanism; some neutron stars, such as Vela and PSR0656+ 14, are cooled faster than expected by a "standard" cooling scenario (i.e., modified URCA process) and demand the operation of a more rapid cooling mechanism (i.e., non-standard cooling scenario) such as "pion cooling", "kaon cooling", "direct URCA cooling", "hyperon cooling" and "quark cooling" proposed so far. (ii) Necessity of nucleon superfiuidity; non-standard cooling as above, when directly applied, gives a surface temperature much lower than that found from observation and hence requires some suppression mechanism for "too rapid cooling". The most probable solution is that nucleon superfiuids are coexistent with a new phase (pion· condensed phase, kaon-condensed phase, etc.) generating a rapid cooling mechanism.
Therefore recent cooling problems provide us with an interesting subject to investigate whether nucleon superfiuidity is possible in a new phase where nonstandard cooling is at work. In our previous work,4) we investigated the case with kaon cooling. In this paper, we intend to check the possibility of nucleon superfiuids in the "direct URCA phase", where abundant protons are admixed, and thereby the direct URCA cooling is operative. We would like to stress the fact that the compati· bility of (i) with (ii) makes it possible to check what is a true candidate for rapid cooling, among the many candidates mentioned above.
Outline of approach
A large proton-mixing phase in neutron star matter is of current interest since it enables the direct URCA process to operate in neutron star cores. In usual cases where the proton fraction Yp is several % or so, this process, i.e., n--p+! + ilL, p+ !--n+ VI with l=(e-or /-1-), is forbidden because kp (the Fermi momentum of p) and kl (that of l) are far smaller than kn (that of n), due to the small Yp , and cannot satisfy the momentum conservation (the so-called triangle condition, kp+kl~kn). For large Yp, however, this condition is satisfied, and the direct URCA can work as a rapid cooling mechanism. The critical value of Yp is estimated as Yp :::>:15 %.5)
The large Yp phase is a general consequence of a relativistic approach to nucleon matter. This approach generates nuclear symmetry energy Esym Results are given in Table I , where the Yp from Reid-soft-core (RSC) potential, taken as a "standard case" for the non-relativistic approach, are also shown for comparison. 9 ) We point out that the Yp calculated from RBHF results of LiMachleidt-Brockman IO ) are between two relativistic cases in the table. The large Yp «(10-20)%) at p<2.5 Po for relativistic approaches are in sharp contrast with small Yp ( ~ 6 %) for the standard case. The direct URCA process sets on at Pt:::>: 2.0 Po (3.6 Po) for RMFT (RBHF). In the following, we treat mainly the large Yp-phase from RMFT as a typical example and discuss the possibility of nucleon superfluids in this phase.
From the phase shifts of partial-wave states as a function of two-nucleon scattering energy EtvIj!, we see that the pairing interaction responsible for nucleon superfluidity depends on Pn (the density of n) and pp (that of p),lI) since we have the e So) interaction as a realistic one and take the effective-mass approximation for the single-particle energy.
Critical temperature and discussion
In for P Z 2 Po, the m* >0.60 is necessary. (c) For a neutron star with the central density Pc exceeding the onset density pte =::: 2 Po), the region P =::: (Pt -Pc) is in the direct URCA phase. Then, the compatibility of (i) with (ii), as already noted, requires that there is no normal (non-superftuid) phase in P =::: (Pt -pc); in other words, at least one of the neutron and proton superftuids is realized throughout this region. Therefore, as a minimum condition, it is required that m~ (m* for n»0.70 and/or m; (m* for P»0.60
for P Z 2 Po, considering any possibility of Pc( > Pt).
We have also calculated Tc for the RBHF case. The results are shown in Fig. 2 . These are very similar to the RMFT case, except that Tc curves for n(p) are shifted somewhat to the lower (higher) density side because of smaller Yp (Table I) . Similarly to the case for RMFT, m~ Z 0.73 and m; Z 0.80 are needed for superftuids to exist for P Z 3.6 Po, where the direct URCA phase occurs.
In order to obtain a realistic value for m*, we performed the G-matrix calculations by using the OPEG potential and derived the single-particle energy E(k) in a P- Fig. 3 for neutron matter and symmetric nuclear matter. The former are based on our G-matrix calculations, and the latter are taken from the work.by Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini. 12 ) We observe that OPEG, RSC and UV14 + TNI potentials give similar results and in more detail, RSC and UV14 + TN! generate somewhat smaller values. Therefore in the direct URCA phase, values of m~ and mt larger than those used in our discussion are not expected, and the situation as to the unlikelyness of the existence of superfluids is unaltered. The relativistic effect on pairing correlation, although not considered in this work, would not change the situation, since introduction of the Dirac spinor reduces the 3 H-pairing matrix elements, and the energy gap is seriously diminished.
)

Concluding remarks
Massive neutron stars can have a core dense enough to realize an exotic phase operating a rapid cooling mechanism. For example, calculations for neutron star models by using the equation of state (EOS) from RMFT (RBHF) shows that the direct URCA cooling can work for neutron stars with the mass M;;:::1.4 M0 (M;;:::2.2 M0).
However, as already mentioned, the existence of nucleon superfluidity is unlikely in the direct URCA phase. This leads to the conclusion that the direct URCA process, one of the rapid cooling mechanism, cannot have a suppression effect for its too rapid cooling, contradicting the results of surface temperature observations for some neutron stars. Therefore we remark that the direct URCA cooling would be excluded from the candidates of the rapid cooling scenario. Conversely speaking, the large Yp phase, though proposed from relativistic approaches, is not realized as in the non-relativistic framework of the potential approach, or, even if it could occur, the onset density of the phase is higher than the central density of neutron stars whose
